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 William McGowan is the author of Only Man Is Vile: The Tragedy of Sri Lanka.

 Burmese Hell
 William McGowan

 Shrouded by thirty years of intensely xeno-
 phobic rule, conditions inside the forgotten
 land of Burma, or Myanmar, as it is now
 called, are unknown to most of the world. But

 a tour of refugee camps just across the border
 in Bangladesh can be instructive. Nearly three
 hundred thousand Rohingya Muslim refugees
 from Myanmar s western-most state of Arakan
 have fled to Bangladesh in the last two years,
 representing Asia's largest, least publicized,
 and potentially most explosive refugee
 problem.

 Not all of the Rohingyas have been the
 victims of rape, beatings, forced labor, or
 religious persecution, or have witnessed sum-
 mary executions and massacres by the Bur-
 mese military. But almost every other one has,
 many bearing the scars, stumpy limbs, or
 traumatized expressions to prove it. And al-
 most no one says he or she will return volun-
 tarily, preferring life in a fly-blown, flood-
 prone corner of one of the worlds most des-
 titute nations to what they left behind.

 Sitting in a dark and sweltering clinic as
 thousands of young Rohingya men outside
 thrust sticks and fists into the air in response
 to rumors of a forced repatriation, Ramia, a
 twenty-year-old Rohingya woman tells why.
 Kidnapped by Burmese soldiers, she was raped
 repeatedly over the course of a week by off-
 duty personnel at an army base until her
 family could pay a ransom. Then, returning
 home, she was raped again and made pregnant
 as her family was brutally assaulted and made
 to watch. "I'll never go back to Burma," she
 insists, flanked on one side by a sister who
 scolds her for flouting Muslim codes of
 modesty and on the other by a ten-year-old
 brother whose arm was slashed to the bone

 when he flung himself at her attackers. "I'll

 throw myself beneath the wheels of a truck
 before I let them force me back. [I'll] drink

 poison. Let them shoot me. I won't go."
 Mass mistreatment of the Rohingyas has

 been likened to the ethnic cleansing of Bos-
 nian Muslims at the hands of Serbian

 nationalists; anti-Muslim feeling, analysts say,
 isn't hard to incite among the race-conscious
 two-thirds Burman-Buddhist majority. But
 the savagery shown to Rohingyas is only what
 all Burmese people have come to expect from
 Myanmar's military junta, which calls itself
 the State Law and Order Restoration Council,

 or slorc. Governing since it seized power in
 1988, slorc is one of the worlds most brutal

 tyrannies, combining many characteristics of
 Khmer Rouge rule with the Big Brotherism of
 George Orwell's 1984. (Interestingly, Orwell
 once served as a colonial policeman in
 Burma.)

 Ever ready to "Crush All Destructive
 Elements," as it threatens on giant propaganda
 billboards throughout the country, slorc has
 been equally ruthless in trying to smash the
 dozen or so ethnic insurgencies along its bor-
 ders that have joined together in a united
 front with the regime's exiled political op-
 ponents. In the process, nearly a hundred
 thousand refugees from other ethnic groups
 like the Shan, the Kachin, the Mon, the
 Karen, and the Karenni have flooded into

 neighboring China, India, and Thailand.
 At the same time, slorc has imprisoned

 thousands of political opponents who remain
 in the country, including 1991 Nobel Peace
 Prize winner Aung San Suu Kyi, forcibly relo-
 cated up to half a million people, and may
 have used twice that many as slave labor for
 large-scale public-works projects. Rights to
 public assembly have been severely curtailed;
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 all sources of news besides state organs and all
 activity deemed "threatening to the state" have
 been banned. For more than four years,
 people had to report when they left their
 townships, and household heads had to tell
 authorities when they had overnight guests or
 anyone missing from their residences. A
 nationwide curfew shut down Burma from

 1 1 p.m. to 4 a.m. every night.
 About a year ago, apparently to appease

 Western protests over its record of human
 rights violations, slorc implemented a string
 of liberalizations, which seemed to signal a
 softening of its hard-line stance. It has released
 certain political prisoners, reopened shuttered
 universities, ended martial law, lifted the cur-
 few, and announced cessations of hostilities

 against some insurgent groups. It has also
 relaxed the terms of Aung San Suu Kyi's
 detention, allowing her husband and two
 children to visit her for the first time in two

 years, and signed agreements to repatriate the
 Rohingyas. Most significant, it said it would
 convene a national convention for the pur-
 poses of formulating a new constitution that
 would eventually return the country to
 civilian rule.

 But these changes have amounted to
 little more than cosmetic reforms designed to
 cloak its continuing desire for power and to
 get the international community off its back.
 The regime still shows a "deeply entrenched
 disregard for human rights," says Amnesty In-
 ternational, and Myanmar is now no closer to
 democracy than before. Change from within
 is impossible say experts, who insist that con-
 certed international intervention in the form

 of an arms embargo, economic sanctions, and
 humiliation at the United Nations represents
 the only hope for deliverance.

 The case for sterner action has gained
 strength in the last year, as the rest of the
 world has started to see Myanmar as an inter-
 national menace: a source of drugs, aids,
 refugees, ecological devastation, and regional
 military instability. It also got a boost when
 the Dalai Lama and seven other Nobel Peace

 Prize winners journeyed to Thailand in March
 to protest the continuing incarceration of
 Aung San Suu Kyi. Likening those countries

 who sell weapons to slorc to those who built
 up Saddam Hussein, the Dalai Lama said,
 "Humanity knows no boundaries," and called
 for a ban on trade, investment, and arms sales,

 and for Myanmar's suspension from the
 United Nations.

 But few expect any coordinated rescue
 effort to take place. The United Nations is
 swamped with more pressing crises in the
 Balkans and elsewhere, and those countries

 whose leadership is essential for implementing
 any measures with real teeth either lack the
 political will or are too greedy to forsake the
 profits from lucrative trade and investment
 deals. "The U.N. goes so slow, it treats
 everyone like gentlemen," a teak dealer
 whispered - for fear of being overheard by
 ubiquitous secret policemen - at the summit
 of Mandalay Hill, which looms over the sun-
 blasted, pagoda-studded central Burman
 plain. "Meanwhile we are living at the mercy
 of brutes."

 From Prosperity to Isolation
 If you look past its fetid alleyways and the
 seediness of postcolonial neglect, Rangoon, or
 Yangon, as the capital is now called, is a rather
 agreeable city. Yangon is a melting pot of
 South and Southeast Asian cultures, its

 markets and food stalls sharp with the pun-
 gent aromas of the fabled thousand spices of
 the Orient. Particularly pleasant are the
 sidewalk tea shops, where men in Burmese
 skirts, called lungis, squat improbably on tiny
 stools and smoke bright green cheroots, or
 slurp the soupy noodles that are the national
 cuisine.

 Unlike Bangkok, Singapore, and other
 Southeast Asian cities bursting with high-rises,
 neon, and Western consumerism, Yangon
 radiates an innocent, old-fashioned charm. A

 major trading center during the British Raj, it
 has seen virtually no development since then,
 and an Anglophiliac dottiness rests alongside
 its residents' winning lack of worldliness.

 Yangon was at the center of the 1988
 democracy movement, and martial law was
 enforced there until last September. "All the
 Burmese hate the people in uniform," declares
 a disabled merchant seaman who has seen
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 young men from his neighborhood return
 from political imprisonment broken and
 mortally diseased. "We do not want a military
 government anymore. We hate, hate, hate
 them." Such loathing for the military was not
 always the case. For many years, it was a
 revered institution, a cohesive force in a na-

 tion badly rent by its long history of ethnic
 tensions and colonization under the British

 from the early nineteenth century until 1948.
 But when General Ne Win, a nationalist hero,

 grabbed power in a 1962 coup, after more
 than a decade of factionalized democratic

 government and separatist conflict, the army s
 luster began to fade.

 Unlike other Southeast Asian nation-
 alists who embraced Marxism-Leninism in

 response to Western colonialism, Ne Win
 based his rule on an eccentric ideology he
 called the Burmese Way to Socialism. He
 scorned foreign cultural influences, rejected
 the assistance of such international organiza-
 tions as the World Bank, pushed policies
 favoring the dominant Burman ethnic group,
 and often made important state decisions
 based on astrology, numerology, and other
 popular superstitions.

 The result was that one of the most

 prosperous nations in Southeast Asia - a hub
 of manufacturing and transportation rich in
 gems and minerals - became one of Asia s
 most isolated and impoverished states. In
 1987, Burma was given least-developed-
 nation status by the United Nations, on a par
 with Nepal and Chad. At the same time,
 Burma's military establishment systematically
 suppressed dissident politicians, intellectuals,
 student leaders, and trade unionists.

 In Burmese culture, the ruler has always
 been considered one of the five elemental

 enemies, along with fire, floods, thieves, and
 personal foes. This made the people fatalistic
 about Ne Win. But in late 1987, the Burmese

 grew incensed with him after he summarily
 invalidated two denominations of Burmese

 currency - a move at least partly rooted in his
 numerological fetish - wiping out the cash
 savings of an estimated 80 percent of the
 country, which has no private banking system
 to speak of. By the summer of 1988, hundreds

 of thousands of Burmese were taking to the
 streets, demanding an end to military rule. In
 response, Ne Win promised that multiparty
 democracy and free elections would be
 revived. He also announced his own "resigna-
 tion," although few believed he had com-
 pletely given up running the country.

 When street riots continued, the

 nineteen generals in slorc seized power in
 September. They ordered soldiers to fire into
 the crowds and several thousand people were
 killed. They then banned most of the new-
 born political parties and arrested many
 political leaders. Activists, among them as
 many as ten thousand students who were at
 the forefront of the protests, fled to border

 areas or into exile. In July 1989, slorc placed
 the democracy movement s most dynamic
 leader, Aung San Suu Kyi, under house arrest.
 Inexplicably, slorc allowed the planned 1990
 elections to proceed, which produced a
 landslide for Suu Kyi s National League for
 Democracy. Shocked at the outcome, slorc
 nullified the election results. Since then, a

 political stalemate has prevailed.
 Ne Win, who is eighty-one years old, has

 not been seen publicly since 1989. Some say
 that, following a Burmese tradition, he has
 withdrawn from public life to prepare for the
 next life. Many, however, see him as the
 Grand Puppeteer, pulling the strings from his
 lakefront villa north of downtown Yangon. If
 real power over everyday decisions of state is
 held by fifty- two-year-old Major General
 Khin Nyunt, a Ne Win protege who is in
 charge of the secret police, it is because his
 mentor has put him in that position and has
 helped him consolidate power by using his
 influence over jealous rivals.

 . . . to Terror

 These days, the Tatmadaw, as the military es-
 tablishment is called, is everywhere. It is in
 control of most civilian structures, from min-

 istries in Yangon to the administration of
 townships in the hinterland. "The Army is
 your only true parent," reads the banner of a
 military newspaper, Our Affairs. "Don't listen
 to outsiders. Trust nobody but your own
 blood."
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 slorc maintains control of a country of
 forty-two million people through an extensive
 network of informers and surveillance agents,
 which employs anyone from street sweepers
 and office workers to soldiers and monks. The

 state not only offers monetary inducements
 for information, it often requires people to
 provide it on a regular basis if they want to
 retain their jobs or business licenses. In an
 economically desperate society, such en-
 couragements work well. At the mere mention
 of the words "the army," "Ne Win," "the
 government," or "Aung San Suu Kyi," most
 Burmese cringe, walk away, smile emptily, or
 politely change the subject.

 Until recendy, the government refused
 to admit it had any political prisoners. Hu-
 man rights groups say they have information
 that more than fifteen hundred Burmese ac-

 tivists have been jailed and estimate that there
 are thousands more in prison. Until recendy,
 among them were eighty elected parliamen-
 tarians who had been imprisoned for conspir-
 ing to set up a parallel government in late
 1990. Conditions in Burmese jails have long
 been bad, but since 1988 the worst forms of

 torture have become routine. According to the
 human rights organization Asia Watch, several
 prominent leaders of the National League of
 Democracy have died while in custody.

 Control of the country has also been
 achieved by dismissing fifteen thousand civil
 servants, teachers, and academics suspected of
 involvement in the uprising. Those still with
 jobs have been forced to attend re-education
 camps and warned that they and their families
 are not to engage in political activity.

 slorc has further consolidated its power
 through a policy of forced relocations. Perhaps
 as many as half a million residents of Yangon
 alone have been resettled in satellite towns

 with such Orwellian names as Tranquility in
 the Country. Typically, these new towns are
 reclaimed rice paddies that flood easily and
 lack adequate drinking water, sanitation,
 electricity, transportation, and shade. The
 government says relocations have allowed it to
 dear unsanitary slums, but most of the tar-
 geted areas were hotbeds of antigovernment
 resistance in 1988.

 In some areas of Yangon, slums were
 cleared to build wide central arteries so tanks

 and armored personnel carriers can respond in
 the event of renewed unrest. The government
 has also cleared trees planted decades ago by
 the British and built pedestrian bridges over
 thoroughfares, making it easier for soldiers to
 fire upon restive crowds, as they did in 1988.
 Many of these urban renewal projects, as well
 as government public-works projects in the
 hinterland, have used forced labor. Although
 Burmese taskmasters are not as brutal as the

 Cambodian Khmer Rouge - people are not
 deliberately worked to death - they have no
 concern for lost income, for disruption of the

 agricultural cycle, or for those too weak to
 stand the strain.

 Bleeding the Country
 When slorc changed the name of the
 country to Myanmar, it was supposed to sig-
 nal greater racial inclusiveness. Myanmar is an
 ancient name for the territory that the British
 called Burma, after the dominant ethnic

 group. But stepped-up actions against the
 nearly one dozen different ethnic insurgencies
 along its chronically ungovernable frontiers
 signal Yangons increasing desire to crush
 rebellious minorities as completely as it has
 dissidents in the Burmese heartland.

 The fight between the government and
 the Karen minority is the most long-lived (it
 began in 1949) and perhaps the most bloody.
 The Karen, many of whom are Christians, are
 a minority of three and a half million who
 have been the target of Burmese resentment
 since colonial days when British divide-and-
 rule policies favored them.

 The 1991-92 offensive was especially
 punishing, reflecting slorc s desire to overrun
 Manerplaw, the Karens headquarters set deep
 in the mountains across the Moei River from

 Thailand. Manerplaw - a collection of teak
 bungalows, fortified bunkers, and parade
 grounds - is also the headquarters of the Na-
 tional Coalition Government of the Union of

 Burma, the government in exile, as well as the
 Democratic Alliance of Burma, which

 represents an array of insurgent groups.
 Thousands of Karen civilians were shot
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 in summary reprisals and massacres, or were
 forcibly relocated to "strategic hamlets" to
 deny the Karen popular support, following
 written orders that said anyone who remained
 behind would be shot "as a terrorist." The

 fighting for Manerplaw was savage. Eyewit-
 nesses spoke of bloated bodies hanging out of
 trenches, fighters driven half-mad by heat ex-
 haustion, shell shock, and malnutrition, as

 well as close-quarter exchanges of mortars and
 machine-gun fire that destroyed all vegetation
 on the hillsides.

 But the Burmese assault force was ham-

 pered by low morale, rampant malaria, at-
 tenuated supply lines, and a breakdown in the
 chain of command due to officer desertions.

 March 27 - the numerologically significant
 date that Ne Win reportedly set as a deadline
 for taking Manerplaw - came and went,
 sparing the rebel bastion. A month later,
 slorc announced it had ended hostilities

 against the Karen in the interests of "national
 solidarity and goodwill." Fighting resumed,
 however, when the rainy season was over last
 October. While the scale of this years offen-
 sive has been more modest militarily, the army
 has been harsher on civilians, establishing a
 chain of concentration camps in order to turn
 the whole northern half of Karen State into a

 free-fire zone so that it can accomplish its
 stated goal of "total annihilation of the ter-
 rorists."

 Another sign of slorc s false ethnic
 amity is the drive against Rohingya Muslims.
 Although the rate of exodus has now slowed
 to a trickle, for almost two years, weather-

 beaten fishing boats daily brought thousands
 to the muddy shoreline of the Naf River,
 which forms a border between Myanmar and
 overpopulated, poverty-stricken Bangladesh.
 Altogether, almost three hundred thousand
 Rohingyas - descendants of Arab and Mogul
 traders who have lived for centuries in
 Arakan - have been forced to leave. The

 refugees claim that Burmese troops attacked
 them even as they were fleeing, often stealing
 their valuables and destroying their deeds and
 identification papers to make eventual return
 difficult.

 As it launched Operation Prosperous

 Country last year, the Burmese military
 decreed that the Rohingyas had never been
 one of the country's "indigenous races" and
 were being expelled as "illegal immigrants."
 According to a report by Asia Watch, the
 refugees left because they were "being raped,
 tortured, made to work as slaves and banned

 from practicing their religion." The report
 concluded that "the Burmese military has
 clearly embarked on ridding the country of
 ethnic Rohingyas by any possible means."

 Some analysts say that Operation
 Prosperous Country is part of a population
 transfer program aimed at driving away the
 1 .4 million Rohingyas so that ethnic Burmans
 and Arakanese Buddhists known as Rakhines
 can take over their homes and farms. Others

 say it is part of the military's broader effort to
 consolidate power in areas of the country it
 did not fully control, a prelude to opening up
 largely unexplored Arakan for energy ex-
 ploitation. Still others say that by depicting
 Myanmar s 6.4 million Muslims as a threat to
 "the country, the race, and the religion" slorc
 is distracting attention from the country's ex-
 treme poverty.

 So far, repatriation talks have gone
 nowhere. The Rohingyas say they will go back
 only if the United Nations is allowed to su-
 pervise their return, but the Burmese refuse to
 approve such a monitoring role. Last June,
 Burmese soldiers beat to death a Rohingya
 politician living in Arakan who would not go
 into Bangladesh to tell the Rohingyas it was
 safe to return. Since then, violent riots have

 broken out in the camps, and diseases like
 cholera and dysentery have claimed at least
 two thousand lives. Humanitarian organiza-
 tions fear there will be a repeat of 1978, when
 almost as many Rohingyas fled an earlier wave
 of terror in Arakan, and Bangladeshi author-
 ities basically starved them back, causing ten
 thousand deaths.

 The New Rich

 slorc justifies its rule by claiming that the
 army is the only force capable of holding
 together a country that would otherwise dis-
 integrate under pressure of ethnic separatism
 and a proclivity to "disorder." "Never Hesitat-
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 ing, Always Ready to Sacrifice Blood and
 Sweat Is the Tatmadaw," proclaims the
 billboard outside the leafy, walled compound
 that is the headquarters of the Burmese
 Defense Ministry in downtown Yangon.

 But since 1988, patriotism has been
 eclipsed by profiteering, fanning the flames of
 official corruption. Ranking officers have
 ready access to cars, real estate, and state
 housing and first dibs on government loans in
 starting and financing businesses, and they are
 often pensioned off with shares of private
 companies formed from government assets.
 slorc generals use the customs service, the
 income tax departments, and other
 governmental offices as hiring halls for rela-
 tives or others in the privilegensia, whose
 sticky fingers make it expensive to do business
 in Myanmar.

 slorc generals also enrich themselves
 when they strike deals with foreign corpora-
 tions for rights to develop the country's sizable
 oil, natural gas, timber, and mineral resources.
 Such deals have been crucial to the regime s
 survival, since almost all foreign government
 aid was cut off after 1988. Japan, Thailand,
 China, and Singapore are Myanmar s largest
 outside investors, but several Western energy
 companies, including American concerns like
 Amoco and Unocol, paid slorc hundreds of
 millions for drilling rights and promised to
 share any profits.

 Some of these companies have found
 their ventures unprofitable and have an-
 nounced plans to pull out. But recently the
 regime has more than doubled the total
 amount of outside investment in a single deal
 with French-owned total, an energy con-
 glomerate, which will drill for natural gas and
 construct a pipeline into Thailand along the
 course of the infamous Death Railway built by
 the Japanese with Allied prison labor during
 the Second World War. In addition, slorc has

 improved trading relations with South Korea,
 Singapore, China, and Japan. China is now
 Myanmar s biggest trading partner with cross-
 border trade conservatively estimated by the
 World Bank at $1.5 billion.

 The military is also said to benefit from
 opium production, which has increased, says

 the United States Drug Enforcement Agency,
 from fifteen hundred to twenty-five hundred
 tons since 1988, making Myanmar the worlds
 largest producer of heroin. The Golden Tri-
 angle area bordering Laos and Thailand has
 long been a center of a billion-dollar interna-
 tional narcotics industry, from which indivi-
 dual Burmese officers have gained by letting
 drug convoys through. But evidence is
 mounting that slorc is now profiting as a
 corporate entity. At the very least, it has
 reaped political dividends by reaching what
 the U.S. State Department has called "accom-
 modations" with certain rebel groups that
 allow those groups to traffic in return for
 peace. Other evidence suggests slorc is ac-
 tively involved in the drug trade, turning
 heroin into a "military monopoly," as one
 U.S. Senate staff investigator says, that makes
 Panamanian strongman Manuel Antonio
 Noriegas operation look puny.

 Together, hard currency from foreign
 investments and drug profits has financed a
 rapid military expansion, with over 50 percent
 of the national budget now going to the
 military. Since 1988, the ranks of the Burmese
 armed forces have grown faster than any other
 in Asia, from one hundred and eighty thou-
 sand to three hundred thousand, and accord-

 ing to some reports, slorc intends for them
 to reach five hundred thousand within several

 years. In 1991, it bought $1.3 billion worth of
 jet fighters, navy patrol boats, light and
 medium tanks, anti-aircraft guns, rocket
 launchers, and small arms from China, which

 were essential to its nearly successful cam-

 paigns against the Karen last year.
 A massive military buildup comes at a

 price, of course. The country's road and rail
 networks are falling apart. Not a single air-
 port, not even the capital s, has facilities for
 night landings, and fewer than 20 percent of
 Myanmar s schoolchildren go beyond fifth
 grade. The telephone system is antiquated and
 undependable, and only 30 percent of the
 population has access to potable water. United
 Nations Children's Fund (unicef) officials in

 Yangon report a high rate of severe malnutri-
 tion in children, high infant mortality figures,
 and a lack of basic medicines, unicef also says
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 that Myanmar has one of the world s fastest-
 growing hiv infection rates; intravenous drug
 use has exploded as heroin production has
 surged, and tens of thousands of young girls,
 lured into prostitution in Thailand, have con-
 tracted the virus and returned home.

 "The people want to cry out
 What hope there is in Myanmar is slight. But
 even at 5' 1" and 105 lbs., doe-eyed Aung San
 Suu Kyi, is formidable. A measure of the
 threat she represents to the regime is to be
 seen in the huge billboards that loom not far
 from her modest dung-colored bungalow near
 Yangon University. "The Tatmadaw and the
 People: United in Eternal Cooperation.
 Anyone Who Divides Is the Enemy" reads
 one. "Anyone Who Gets Riotous, Destructive,
 and Unruly Is the Enemy" declares the other.

 Married to an English scholar and living
 in London, Aung San Suu Kyi - daughter of
 the assassinated nationalist hero Aung San,
 who is revered as the father of modern
 Burma - returned to Burma in 1988 to nurse

 her dying mother. Disgusted with what she
 called "a situation of ugliness unmatched since
 Burma regained her independence," she
 stepped forward in the summer of 1988 after
 the first wave of violence and took control of

 the rudderless pro-democracy movement.
 The forty-eight-year-old Suu Kyi is a

 powerful force; in a society where timidity and
 passiveness are the norm, her boldness has
 tremendous appeal. Traveling around Burma
 in the year before her arrest, she made over a
 thousand speeches, often surrounded by the
 rifles and bayonets of the military who dogged
 her movements. In one showdown, soldiers

 were ordered to fire upon her and her en-
 tourage, but she marched on. At the last mo-
 ment, a colonel ordered the men to stand
 down.

 The Burmese rally to Suu Kyi for other
 reasons, too. Although she stresses "the
 sanctity of ethical principles," hers is a
 Gandhian form of idealism, edged in steely
 pragmatism: she readily acknowledges that the
 struggle against slorc is likely to be
 prolonged and vicious; that thirty years of
 military misrule will make a democratic

 Myanmar hard to govern; and that the army
 has to have a large role in the future since it
 represents virtually the only administrative
 infrastructure the country has. Suu Kyi is seen
 as a honest broker of sorts, able to bring the
 dominant Burmans together with ethnic
 minorities, a political leader with no real
 political ambitions herself. Her popularity also
 springs from the profound compassion she has
 for her people, the ability to acknowledge the
 fear that decades of authoritarian rule have

 driven into them, even as she stirs them to be

 free of it. It helps, too, for her to be seen as
 the reincarnation of her famous father, des-

 tined to lead Myanmar into the modern
 world.

 She has not left the compound for al-
 most four years now and is guarded around
 the clock. She has gone on at least one hunger
 strike, to protest mistreatment of her followers
 in prison, and her health is threatened, says
 her husband, because she refuses to take food

 from the military and is running out of
 money to pay for her own. While the military
 says she can leave Myanmar anytime she
 chooses, she has said she wont until power is
 restored to the lawful winner of the 1 990
 elections.

 In many ways, Aung San Suu Kyi - "that
 woman" slorc generals call her - is holding a
 gun to the regime's head by attracting un-
 wanted international attention. In 1990, she
 was awarded the Sakharov Prize for Freedom

 of Thought and in 1991, the Nobel Peace
 Prize, a pointed snub of the regime. "They are
 in a hell of a bind about what to do about

 her," says one Western diplomat.
 Yet as much as she inspires - Burmese

 inside the country savor the stories of her
 defiance, and her picture literally papers the
 walls in many huts in Manerplaw - her ability
 to rally any action has been crimped. Insisting
 that they can still put her on trial anytime for
 "disturbing the peace and security of the na-
 tion," slorc has declared that Suu Kyi has no
 political future. "The government has its
 hands around her like a fist around a bud,"

 says the Mandalay teak merchant. "They cant
 crush her, but she can't grow either."

 This is clear from the success the
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 government has had in cowing the two sectors
 of Burmese society that have been traditional
 sources of resistance, monks and students. In

 1990, monks protesting the nullification of
 the elections refused to beg alms from the
 military and their families - a serious insult in
 Burmese Buddhist culture because it denied
 them a chance to earn merit toward rebirth. In

 retaliation, government forces raided the
 monasteries and jailed the protest s organizers.
 Since then, it has plied high-level monks with
 state privileges and infiltrated the clergy with
 informers.

 In December 1991, after Suu Kyi was
 awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, a small,

 peaceful, student demonstration was instantly
 met by security forces ringing the campus "al-
 most shoulder to shoulder," according to a
 U.N. official who witnessed the incident.

 Nine hundred students were arrested, and the

 leaders of the protest were given sentences
 ranging from six to twenty years. The univer-
 sities were closed until August and were only
 reopened after professors fresh from re-educa-
 tion camps were organized into surveillance
 cells and the student bodies sown with secret

 policemen.
 "People want to shout out, to cry out

 and mount opposition," said a monk near a
 darkened monastery in Mandalay. "But they
 dare not, they dare not. The people are feeling
 so much tension now, so much tension that

 they can hardly stand it. They are fed up. But
 it is unlikely to lead to anything. It is impos-
 sible, impossible to imagine any change com-
 ing from inside the country now, no way the
 opposition can do anything. The government
 is just so powerful now."

 The resistance on the border has had

 more success in standing up to slorc and in
 overcoming historical antagonism between
 Burman politicians and their ethnic counter-
 parts. Under the leadership of Sein Win, an
 unassuming mathematician who is the cousin
 of Aung San Suu Kyi, the National Coalition
 Government for the Union of Burma, which

 calls itself a parallel government, has gained
 support from a broad array of rebel groups,
 giving it legitimacy. It has also sponsored con-
 stitutional discussions on what kind of federal

 union a free Myanmar, guaranteeing equal
 rights to minorities for the first time, might
 be. But the united front has its weaknesses.

 Factionalism is the plague of Burmese politics;
 mutual distrust and tensions within and be-

 tween the various resistance groups still lurk
 beneath the surface of rebel solidarity, which

 slorc is quick to exploit.

 A Reluctance to Punish Myanmar
 Many of Myanmar s Asian neighbors in the
 Association of Southeast Asian Nations, or
 asean, have been reluctant to condemn

 slorc, claiming that constructive engagement
 is the most effective form of diplomacy. A
 number of the asean countries have their own

 human rights records to worry about and
 don't want to jeopardize trading profits by an-
 gering Yangon.

 Even so, the international community
 has been able to seriously reprimand slorc: a
 year ago, the U.N. General Assembly passed a
 unanimous resolution expressing concern over
 Myanmar s "grave" human rights situation,
 and in December the U.N. Commission on

 Human Rights in Geneva released a harsh
 report condemning continued abuses. But
 Myanmar is of minor geopolitical importance,
 and international actions like arms embargoes,
 sanctions on trade and investment, and de-

 recognition by the United Nations, which are
 the only ways that most analysts say slorc can
 be made to change, haven't been forthcoming.

 Reluctance to punish slorc has lessened
 somewhat as the international ramifications of

 its misrule become more apparent, slorc is
 now responsible for 50 percent of all the
 heroin that reaches the United States, 80 per-
 cent that gets to New York City, slorc s sur-
 ging heroin production has also led to an in-
 crease in addiction and the incidence of aids

 along trafficking routes, especially in the In-
 dian state of Manipur and Chinas Yunnan
 Province.

 Dubbing the Rohingyas the "New
 Palestinians," Bangladeshi officials are fearful
 that militant Islamic nations may arm them,

 asean comprises Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines,
 Singapore, and Thailand.
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 leading to conflict with the twenty-five
 brigades the Tatmadaw has moved up to the
 border. The Thai military is anxious too,
 having gotten mixed up in border skirmishes
 between the Burmese army and the Karen
 several times.

 International concerns have also been

 heightened by Chinas widening role in
 Myanmar s affairs, especially its assistance in
 refurbishing several naval facilities on the In-
 dian Ocean. Use of such bases could give the
 Chinese navy an opportunity to challenge
 longstanding Indian hegemony there and
 trigger an arms race with others in the region,
 particularly Malaysia. Extreme environmental
 distress caused by the sale of Myanmar s tim-
 ber and energy resources to foreign com-
 panies, along with what appears to be a policy
 of strategic defoliation in rebel zones, is setting
 off alarms, too. At the current rate of defores-

 tation - about as much forest cover disappears
 annually now in Myanmar as in the
 Amazon - almost all of the country's tropical
 rainforest cover, including the world's last
 substantial teak reserves, will be gone in a
 decade, experts estimate. This threatens the
 regional ecosystem with permanent damage.

 Those arguing for concerted action say
 that no better case exists than Myanmar to test
 a new paradigm for international diplomacy
 in which violations of human rights, narcotics
 trafficking, refugee flows, and environmental
 degradation together are seen as just as great a
 peril as the nuclear threat was once. They also
 say a little bit of leverage will go a long way.
 The regime has shown it is sensitive to inter-
 national pressure, announcing its "reforms" in
 apparent response to last year's censure in the
 U.N. General Assembly. Myanmar s foreign-
 currency reserves are very low at the moment,
 which would make even limited economic

 sanctions more persuasive. And stripping
 slorc of its U.N. recognition might ir-
 reparably tarnish the regime s legitimacy in the
 eyes of the still-patriotic officer class; accord-
 ing to some analysts, many younger officers
 are angry that Myanmar has become such an
 international pariah and might revolt.

 But U.N. budgets and energies have
 been consumed by pressing situations in Bos-

 nia, Somalia, and Cambodia, and those
 countries whose support for concerted inter-
 national action would be critical are by no
 means ready to go to the mat. The Clinton
 administration has yet to pay any real atten-
 tion to Myanmar, even though it has put
 former senator Tim Wirth in charge of a State
 Department office for refugees, narcotics, en-
 vironmental affairs, and human rights that
 seems to have been created with exactly a
 situation as exists in Myanmar in mind.

 Thai support is necessary, as well, to
 prod the rest of asean to take action, but
 economic sanctions would bite hard on its

 logging and energy investments, making it
 reluctant to go along. Japan is also important
 for building a regional consensus, but it
 doesn't want to write off its Burmese invest-

 ments or lose new commercial opportunities,
 and has sent Yangon signals that it approves of
 slorc's reforms. And serious steps like arms
 embargoes and economic sanctions would
 have to be taken up in the Security Council,
 where China might exercise its veto to protect
 a regime that has become its best arms cus-
 tomer and a willing client of its expansionist
 designs.

 It is possible that left alone, slorc might
 slowly loosen its iron grip, gradually allowing
 some civilian rule and the facade of multiparty
 democracy. The generals, of course, would still
 exercise power behind the scenes. This is what
 seems to be the aim of the recently convened
 National Convention, in which handpicked
 delegates began their constitutional discus-
 sions by affirming that the military should
 have "a leading role" in the country's future
 political development. Such a constitution
 would be hollow in terms of democracy, but it
 would look like an improvement to some in
 the outside world and might present oppor-
 tunities for slorc to play opposition factions
 and ethnic groups off each other.

 But there are darker possibilities too,
 which could make Myanmar's current bloodi-
 ness look pale by comparison. Although Ne
 Win has all but formally anointed Major
 General Khin Nyunt as his successor, when
 the Old Man dies, a power struggle could
 break out, engulfing the country in a chaos of
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 warlordism. There is also a very good chance
 that ever-worsening social conditions will
 trigger a mass uprising. Since 1988, prices for
 all basic commodities, including rice, have
 tripled, the costs of housing and land have
 skyrocketed, as those with money seek a hedge
 against inflation, and real wages have stag-
 nated. While the government has been able to
 buy off a small slice of the middle class with
 access to goods and business opportunities, it
 is sitting on a time bomb as the rest of the
 society is degraded to the point where it has
 nothing else to lose. But even though a
 popular uprising could lead to slorc s demise,

 anarchy, not democracy, would more likely
 ensue. "If slorc breaks down or loses control

 and there is no other credible entity ready to
 take its place, then you'll have a real Killing
 Fields" warns one Western diplomat in Yan-
 gon.

 "The problem is that by the time slorc
 gives up power, the country will be such a
 mess that there will be no way to help it," says
 Burmese activist Thant Myint U, the
 grandson of former U.N. general secretary
 U Thant. Mustering an international rescue
 plan, he says, "is a race against time." #
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